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A SAL from Hands Across the Sea Samplers

Eliza’s sampler is predominantly worked with cross stitch laid over 
two threads of  linen; the other stitches used are satin stitch and 
stem stitch. The sampler is suitable for intermediate and advanced 
needleworkers, but it is not beyond a determined beginner. 

The costs for this beautiful sampler are as follows: 

* Chart $36 
* Soie 100.3 ~ 21 spools $71.60 
* Au Ver A’Soie ~ 21 skeins $99.75 
(More than one skein may be required for some colors if  you’re 
stitching on a larger-count fabric.) 
Fabric choices:   
* Linen Aida 18ct Natural $25 
* Legacy 30ct Swiss Cocoa $26 
* Legacy 38ct Filbert $26 
* Legacy 45ct Nightingale $18 
* Legacy 53/60ct Waffle Cone $19 
* Hand-Dyed 56ct, various dyers, $19 - $21 

Please note:  Orders placed through July 31 will receive a 10% 
discount when all 3 components have been ordered.
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From the Hands Across the Sea website: 
Eliza stitched a delightful sampler that charms the eye and we are delighted to 
present to you our adaptation of  her sampler. Whilst the chart that we have 
made available is a stitch-by-stitch reproduction, there are two small freehand 
motifs that have been omitted from the sampler. This was due to the 
misplacing of  Nicola’s partially stitched model, working notes, and sketches of  
the freehand motifs between 2018, when the sampler was charted, and 2021, 
when the stitching of  a second, new model was undertaken. The original 
sampler is no longer in our collection for us to reproduce the two small 
freehand motifs.

We are excited to announce the release of  this beautiful exclusive 
sampler from Hands Across the Sea Samplers.  The Eliza Martha 
Linfoot 1834 will be exclusively available from Attic Needlework 
(Arizona), Needle in a Haystack (California), Traditional Stitches 
(Canada), A Stitch in Time (Tasmania), and Hands Across the Sea 
Samplers (UK). 

Those of  you who enjoyed the Facebook SAL for the Jane Fiddes 
sampler will not want to miss the continuation of  the group as it 
transitions to a SAL for Eliza Martha Linfoot.  Cheri Cluff  
Edington did such a fantastic job leading the Facebook group and 
SAL for Jane Fiddes, and she has agreed to take the lead for the 
Eliza Martha Linfoot sampler as well. 

Eliza's sampler will ONLY be available from the sponsoring shops 
and Hands Across the Sea Samplers.   The shops are each offering a 
limited time 10% discount when you purchase all 3 components 
(chart, fabric and threads) from one of  these shops.  All orders must 
be placed by Saturday, July 31, 2021 for the discount to apply. 
Advance orders are welcome and recommended. 

We are anticipating a SAL start date of  October 1, 2021, although 
that is entirely dependent on availability of  supplies.   All of  our 
fingers are crossed that we will be able to start shipping charts and 
kits towards the end of  August.   

Nicola has generously offered a drawing prize of  an antique 
sampler from her collection for all stitchers that complete the Eliza 
Martha Linfoot sampler within 12 months of  our SAL start date. 

Attic Needlework: https://atticneedlework.com/ 
Needle in a Haystack: http://www.needlestack.com/ 
Traditional Stitches: https://www.traditionalstitches.com/ 
A Stitch in Time:  https://astitchintime.net.au/ 
Hands Across the Sea Samplers: https://hands-across-the-sea-
samplers.com/ 
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